Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors.

Below will be the schedule for the upcoming dates.

As I have been impatient, and wanted to release, Azazel mentioned that the release of new rituals has to be postponed until we are done with keeping the enemy virus at bay. First antibiotic and keeping it pressed, and then we'll do the napalm.

While I asked for why is this the case, this answer was that these will struggle more than necessary if done today, but if the wave will be stopped, they will have even more power done later. That would be most effective. It is intended to be that way.

Azazel will be personally assaulted during these dates.

The reason for this is not only to attack the Gods at large [Azazel as a symbol of all the other Pagan Gods], but also because Azazel and the Goat is used as a symbol for all Pagans/Gentiles here on the earth also. Their soul of all people on earth will be attacked in strange rituals, where the jews will attempt to throw their garbage energy onto the Gentiles through codified occult knowledge. Those who are more adept here and have been reading, know how this works.

For many years this was working because nobody was stopping that. But now we'll make it all void.

I don't want to go very far into this or say a lot of things, but just look on the "Co-Vid" cases in Israel and what is going on in there. The gates of chaos are open on them in more than one ways. A few days ago they had something north of 10,000 cases, supposedly.

This despite of how they are hoaxing and so on, is going to bring internal disaster. We have to build upon these things.

And we will make it so in order to pave the framework for the next moves and reassure success.

You will see on some days that there is only two rituals to do. That is factual, and because as one can see, these will have their holidays for 20+ days. The schedule will be adjusted. After the schedule, there will be period of extensive rest for everyone [necessary for people to recharge].

The bold dates is when rituals are to be intensified, the non-bold [which will
generally only contain the FRTR and Curse Israel to keep everyone here blessed and safe] are days where we do regular warfare.

Also, for those who might have questions in regards to their "important dates", know that these dates are their favorites to carry out assaults, human sacrifice and everything else, a thing commonly known for centuries. So remember to do extra spiritual protection and stay safe. This month will be rather pivotal in also what "Governments" are going to be doing, but much of this is going to rely on the jewish power-dates, as they are enforcing much of this during their holidays. Undoubtedly, this will be a major month.

The excessive focus on the Curse Israel RTR, it should be done daily by everyone and taken like daily antibiotics to shield everyone and deal with the heat that will be going on.

Many of their upcoming plans strongly rely on what they will achieve in this month. Nobody here must take this lightly.

During the focus dates [in bold], we have to go hard. During the other dates, we have to just keep the momentum going.

From a practical standpoint, the dates of excessive focus are these: 7 to 10, 15 to 17 [crucial], 22 to 25.
6. FRTR, Curse Israel.
7. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
8. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
9. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
10. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
11. FRTR, Curse Israel.
12. FRTR, Curse Israel.
13. FRTR, Curse Israel.
14. FRTR, Curse Israel.
15. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Curse Against the Goat, Kol Nidrei RTR
16. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Curse Against the Goat, Kol Nidrei RTR
17. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Curse Against the Goat, Kol Nidrei RTR
18. FRTR, Curse Israel.
19. FRTR, Curse Israel.
20. FRTR, Curse Israel.
21. FRTR, Curse Israel.
22. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices
23. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices
24. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices
25. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices
28. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
29. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat
30. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifices, Reverse Curse Against the Goat

Below are the links to the Rituals:

Page in Tor with all the associated links: [http://jos666vxnIq4xpnxehovnaum4c3q4bmvhqgdyz7bsk3ho3caokad.onion/satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html](http://jos666vxnIq4xpnxehovnaum4c3q4bmvhqgdyz7bsk3ho3caokad.onion/satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html)

FRTR: [https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html](https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html)
Curse Israel: [https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/ CurseIsraelRitual.html](https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CurseIsraelRitual.html)
Kol Nidrei: [https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/KN.html](https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/KN.html)
Reversing Curse Upon Goat: [https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.html](https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.html)

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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